
The Stroke (from http://www.paddlersanonymous.com/stroke.html) 
 

 

The most important skill to master in dragon boating is, of course, the 
stroke .   The paddling technique is simple enough that a beginner can 
begin an approximation of the technique in his or her first few practices, 
but to move the boat with the power required in competitive racing 
requires a constant effort to refine the various elements of the stroke.  
Most beginners will find dragon boat paddling awkward, because it 
places you in an unnatural position: paddling on only one side of the 
body, pulling the water rather than pushing it (as in other paddle sports 
such as kayaking), and keeping the stroke all up in front of you.  But with 
time, the body will become used to this positioning and it is then that true 
progress towards becoming a competitive dragon boat paddler will be 
made. 
There are 4 elements to the dragon boat stroke: Reach/extension, catch, 
pull, and exit.  We'll examine each element separately (note – the leg 
position in these photos is different than what we will do in our boats). 
 
1) Reach.  Reach refers to the action of the paddler leading up to and 
beginning an individual stroke, though not the placing of the paddle into 
the water itself (see element number 2, "catch").  The paddler wants to 
place the paddle as far ahead of him or herself as possible, ideally 
stretching the paddle up past the bench immediately in front of the 
paddler.  By placing the paddle as far ahead as possible, the paddler is 
maximizing the amount of time the paddle will be pulling through the 
water, and therefore maximizing the amount of force he or she is putting 
into making the boat move. 
If the paddlers on a team do not reach far enough forward on their 
strokes, they will simply not be able to put enough power into each 
stroke to be competitive, and will be wasting most of the energy that 
they're exerting.  
 

 
2) Catch.  The second component of the dragon boat stroke refers to 
how the paddle is placed down into the water, how the paddle "catches" 
the water. Ideally, the paddle should  not simply be dropped into the 
water, but some force should be exerted downwards on the paddle, to 
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make it "dig" into the water.  The blade should be fully buried to the end 
of the blade once catch is completed, in order to pull the maximum 
amount of water.   
On this team, we emphasize catch by letting the paddle "hang" before 
thrusting the paddle down into the water.  "Hang" refers to the paddler 
noticeably holding the paddle up in the air for a few moments at the end 
of the reach phase, before driving the paddle down into the water. 

 
3) Pull. The next phase of the stroke refers to the movement of the 
paddle through the water, once it has been planted by the "catch" 
phase.  With the paddle as far forward as the paddler can place it, the 
paddler pulls the paddle back through the water.   

The stroke should be as straight as possible, because 
any other movement of the paddle (for instance, slightly 
perpendicular) would contribute nothing to the forward 
movement of the boat, and would, in fact, weaken the 
general forward movement of the boat by pulling the 
boat slightly in another direction.  

 
4) Exit.  This refers, obviously, to the action of taking the paddle out of 
the water at the end of the stroke. The ideal dragon boat stroke should 
be quite short, and as much as possible in front of, rather than behind 
the body.   The stroke should end between the knee and mid-thigh of the 
paddler, and no further back.  Beginning dragon boaters (and a lot of 
dragon boaters who've been doing it for years) have a problem with too 
long of a stroke.  They may think they're getting more power into the 
stroke by continuing it beyond their knee-mid thigh, but technically, since 
the stroke is powered by rotation of the trunk of the body forward rather 
than backward, pulling the paddle through behind your body results in a 
wasted expenditure of energy.  
Pulling back too far also would necessarily result, timewise, in the 
paddlers being able to get less strokes in a race than with a proper 
stroke, since they're wasting all that extra motion.  The number of 
strokes a team is able to get in during a race can make the difference 
(along with other factors such as rotation and total technique), for 
example if  boats are evenly matched and sprinting towards the finish 
line. 



And that's the basics of the dragon boat stroke!  Of course, there are 
many other factors the dragon boat paddler has to master.  Things like 
rotation and timing.  Also, at various phases of a race, different elements 
of the stroke technique will be emphasized for different effects.  But for 
the beginning dragon boat paddler, knowing just the four elements of 
proper stroke technique is the most important thing to understand.  In 
the future, I'll add more on the other factors. 
(The above was written by Michael Diack, a two year veteran of the 
Tragically Quick team.) 
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● Remember - the paddle stroke is NOT like any other you have 

probably done. 
● Sit in the boat with your outside hip forward, inside hip back, outside 

leg extended along the gunnel, and inside foot under the seat 
● the paddle SHOULD be entering the water in front of you as the 

drummer yells "HIT" or 'hits' the drum.   
● the stroke is from mid thigh of person in front of you to your mid 

thigh -  no further, no less. 
● the paddle needs to be PERPENDICULAR to the water surface.   
● Leaning over the side of the boat when you’re paddling is not good… 

you WILL feel like you are hanging out over the boat and it will 
create a lot of side movement.  We want the boat to move forward. 

● Stroke to your mid thigh, then remove the paddle straight up out of 
the water, then reach ahead and 'hit' again.... 

● Hinging will help timing and forward movement - we hinge from the 
starting 5º to 20º - so not a whole lot of movement - we should never 
come to a 90º angle with our upper body and hips and we should 
never have an obtuse angle with our upper body to our hips.  
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Summary of Dragon Boat Commands 

  
 
  
Sit Ready 

● Paddles across lap, weight distribution is 70% on outside hip and 
30% on inside hip. There’s a 5º forward lean with upper body with 
sternum out (lead with the heart).  

Paddles Up 
● Paddles Up and ready to strike the water. Inside hand is out over 

the water over the outside Hand (make sure there’s no saluting). 
Inside hand has a slight bend. Outside arm is straight and the 
paddle has a positive angle. Outside hip is forward and leg is bent. 
Inside hip is back and leg is straight.  

 
Take it Away 

● Bury the paddle blade in the water as far in front of you as you 
can.  This command is used to start the paddle. 

 
Hit (or beat of the drum) 

● Your paddle should hit the water starting the stroke at the same 
moment you hear the drum beat or ‘hit’.  However, that counts 
on the drummer being in time with the front row pacer paddlers, 
and you should always be in time with the paddler in front of 
you. 

  
Let it Ride 

● Stop paddling.  Rest your paddle on your lap if you want. 
  
Hold the Boat 

● Used to stop the boat when needed.  Place your paddle in the 
water to act as a brake.  

  



Back Paddle 
● Paddle backwards.  Used to maneuver the boat. 

  
Draw the Boat 

● Used to "slip" to one side or another without moving backwards 
or forwards.  Only one side of the boat will be given this 
command. 

● Lean slightly over the side, reach the paddle out a few feet and 
draw water toward the boat.  Stop six (6) inches from the boat 
and do not bring the paddle all the way to the boat.  If you feel 
your paddle pulling under the boat then let go of it with your top 
hand (or release both hands if necessary) 

 
  
 



Miscellaneous information and Ideas 

Modified from 
http://www.midwestdragonboatfestival.com/team_info/tips_techniques.html. 
 

1. A team is comprised of the team manager, a drummer, 20 paddlers, 
and 3 spares. Each team must include a minimum of eight women per 
race. Note: Any team that allows a person not listed on the team roster 
to race in the dragon boats may be disqualified. No one may race for 
more than one team or in more than one boat.  

2. All paddlers should be capable of paddling 500 meters.  The race is a 
sprint, and you will be tired!  But no worries, as all skill and 
conditioning levels are welcome in the SJSC boats! 

3. It’s always wise to stretch and exercise some to warm up before 
paddling.  

4. The boats are about 42 feet long, 3.5 feet wide, and weigh about 550 
pounds. Yes, there is a dragon head in the front. 

5. It will take about 2.5 to 3 minutes to complete the 500-meter course.  
6. The boats need to be properly balanced for weight.  
7. ‘Starboard’ means the right side of the boat (facing forward), and 

‘port’ means the left. 
8. The lead paddlers are the main focal point of the boat; everyone 

paddles off their lead. The drummer drums off their lead and that is 
where you get your major timing and speed. The drummer gets the 
cadence off the lead paddlers. The noise gets the team motivated and 
the audience excited about the race.  

9. If the team spirit is high and your synchronization is like a well-oiled 
machine with everyone in sync, you will be a winner. (of course, 
you’re all winners anyway!) 

10.The start of the race can make or break the race. To get the boat up 
and moving, we’ll do 6 long hard deep strokes, followed by 16 shorter 
faster strokes.  Then we will ‘settle’ into a steady rhythm to pull us 
through the middle of the race until the end. You should have enough 
energy to do a short sprint to the finish line.  

11.You will want to practice your "power counts" together. This is where 
you get your technique and timing down. It's done by keeping in sync 
with the lead paddlers and counting with them, 1 to 10 all in a strong 
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cadence. You keep counting 1 through 10 faster and faster until you 
get to a speed that you want to carry though the center of the course 
leaving some energy for your final sprint. The drummer takes the 
cadence off the lead paddlers to maintain a smooth stroke in the 
middle part of the race.  

12.The strokes you take with the paddle can be quick and shallow or 
longer and deeper. You will want to determine when to use each and 
for how long depending on your overall strategy. The placement of 
your inside elbow can make a difference in the power of your stroke 
as will your hand placement.  

13.You may want to learn a short history of dragon boat racing to answer 
questions that friends and family might ask you.  

14.Remember, our main goals should be to have fun through paddling 
and partying together, make new friends, and raise money for our 
selected charities at the same time. 


